
Stem Integration

4th & 5th Grade



What is STEM?







• Standards for Mathematical Practice 

• 1. Make sense of problems and preserver in 

solving them.

▪ 2.  Reason abstractly and quantitatively.

• 3. Construct viable arguments and critique 

the reasoning of others.

• 4. Model with mathematics.

• 5. Use appropriate tools strategically.

• 6. Attend to precision.

• 7.  for and make use of structure.

• 8. Look for and express regularity in 

repeated reasoning.

Science & Engineering Practices

1. Asking Questions and Defining Problems

2. Developing and Using Models

3. Planning and Carrying Out Investigations

4. Analyzing and Interpreting Data

5. Using Mathematics and Computational 

Thinking

6. Constructing Explanations and Designing 

Solutions

7. Engaging in Argument from Evidence

8. Obtain, Evaluate, and Communicate
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The Super Bowl is the last game of the season. The NFL has asked for all 

of the field goal post in each stadium to be replaced next season. 

Sportsfield Specialties needs help in order to create enough goal posts 

for every team by next season. 

Your job is to work as a team to design a goal post for the company to 

present to the NFL. 

How can I design 

and create a 

free-standing 

field goal post? 





STEM Careers 
Sportsfield Specialties is the NFL’s largest supplier of goalposts, with 

their product in 23 of the league’s 31 stadiums — not to mention 

countless college and high school fields — and at the company’s 

factory in Delhi, N.Y., approximately 40 metal workers produce a 

total of 400 to 450 sets of goalposts per year. 

The job of the director of sports construction sales for Sportsfield

Specialties, in part, is to must make sure the goalposts his company 

manufactures are doing exactly what they’re designed to do: 

stand up straight, hold up to the elements and only get in the way 

when they’re deflecting slightly errant kicks.



NFL Game Winning Field Goals

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZYzrcgzi-48






STEM CAREERS
Sports statisticians gather information 
on sports performances, often in real time, and 
use math and computer skills to create 
formulas and computer programs capable of 
making sports statistics into new data.

Sports Statistical Analyst

If working with numbers is your thing, then 
becoming a sports statistical analysis may be 
your cup of tea. This sports-related job helps 
analyze and predict the performance of an 
athlete or team. Analysts use mathematical 
models using data from various sporting 
events. This information can help teams and 
players make decisions.





How can I design 

a car powered 

by a chemical 

reaction?

5th Grade Stem



CHEMICAL REACTION CARS
Science Standards

S5P1. Obtain, evaluate, and communicate information to explain the 

differences between a physical change and a chemical change. a. Plan 

and carry out investigations of physical changes by manipulating, 

separating and mixing dry and liquid materials.

Social Studies Standards

Describe the cultural developments and individual contributions in the 1920s 

(the automobile - Henry Ford)



https://safeshare.tv/x/ss5bc8ae98c5f83


AUTO INDUSTRY ENGINEERS



2013 FORD ASSEMBLY LINE TIME LAPSE

https://safeshare.tv/x/ss5bc8acf2081a4


THE CHALLENGE: BUILD A MOVING CAR

It was important for Henry Ford to 
design a car that could be made 
as cheap as possible. He kept his 
budget low for the Model T car 
design. Your challenge is to design 
a moving car. Be sure to stick to a 
$20.00 budget.  You must only use 
the available supplies. Use your 
creative thinking and see if you 
can make the wheels on your car 
turn to make it move with a force. 



CHEMICAL ENGINEERS









Video of student testing.

https://twitter.com/i/status/1232696164174135303


SHARE YOUR PRODUCT
https://padlet.com/crissywade/stemchallenges

https://padlet.com/crissywade/stemchallenges

